met Richard at an Odysseus Club dinner at which ste was*
speaking, was of the opinion that whereas Janet Forrest
had faced adventure she had never faced life, and that she
had only begun to live when she had become Janet Dain.
Nevertheless, the fact remains that despite the agony of
parting from Richard, Janet went on that expedition—
because her pride demanded it, and because she could not
let her publisher down, and also, though she did not admit
it, in order to demonstrate to Addison that marriage had
not turned her into a "little woman", just a "little Mrs.
Someone**, as he had prophesied it would*
Though with this novel Miss Mannin has forsaken the
sociological preoccupations of her two previous novels,
she has by no means abandoned ideas, and though this is
essentially a story of action, it is also essentially a novel of
ideas—the ideas, in fact, are so abundant, and there are so
many references to personalities, and so many notes on
far-off and foreign places, that it has been thought worth-
while to equip this unusual novel with an index and maps.
In the end this truly heroic heroine demonstrates another
kind of courage besides the courage and endurance de-
manded of the flesh in setting out on another hazardous
adventure—a dangerous and forbidden journey, and
possibly the last adventure of all* The reader may well
agree with Addison that she had a "cageless-eagle qualify"
about her, and, as Addison said, "You can't keep an eagle ia
a canary's cage, It either dies or fights its way put/*
Certain it is that the woman who made tiat epic flight to ttie
Seychelles had *Vings that only death can slip".
Here, we submit, is a Romantic novel which appreciates
the fact that love and marriage are not the only adventures
that flesh and spirit may know, nor the whole of Romance.
We believe that numerous readers and most reviewers will
be grateful for this, and that they will agree that in this
novel Miss Mannia demonstrates the vitality and verve
which characterized her earlier novels, notably cre^ch^do^
StooKBiKG beass, ragged banners ; but with the matui>
ity of style of her later and more serious work as repre*
sented by lj*gda sk&wk, venetoust bunds, cactus^
and its sequel, the Pxraua; flame.
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